Fire Marshal's Office

AMMO & fireworks DISPOSAL
As a public safety organization, the VRFA assists the public with properly disposing of consumer
fireworks and small arms ammunition, emphasizing the safe transfer and handling of such
materials. The following guide outlines VRFA receivable materials and items that require
disposal at another facility.

Valley Regional Fire Authority
2905 C Street SW
Auburn, WA 98001
(253) 288-5870

The VRFA can accept the following materials for disposal purposes:

RECEIVABLE AT VRFA

Ammunition

Primers

.50 Caliber or smaller

Shotgun shells
Fireworks, Legal
Consumer Grade
Stamped 1.4G

Slugs/shot ok

If fireworks appear
questionable or packaging
is unclear, do not deliver it
to the VRFA.
Examples of consumer grade fireworks: fountains
(cylindrical or cone), helicopters/aerial spinners, ground
spinners, smoke devices, sparklers.
For a full list of Legal Consumer Fireworks,
please visit: www.wsp.wa.gov/fireworks

Powder, Black or
Smokeless
Must be in original
packaging

to arrange for a drop-off at our fire station,
please call the VRFA at (253) 288-5800
to verify that we are able to receive your materials.

** Pictures shown are for illustrative purposes only and are not
an endorsement of any brand or style.

vrfa.org

AMMO & fireworks DISPOSAL
DO NOT touch, move, breathe, do anything near explosives that are crystallized,
weeping or, possibly appear to be unstable. Call 911 if in doubt and leave the area.
The VRFA will NOT accept the following materials for disposal purposes:
not-RECEIVABLE AT VRFA

explosives of
any kind

sparkler or
pipe BOMBS

IMPROVISED EXPLOSIVE
DEVICES (IEDs)

Fireworks, commercial
grade Stamped 1.3G
If fireworks appear
questionable or packaging
is unclear, do not deliver it
to the VRFA.

Loose pyrotechnic
or flash powder
Or any black/smokeless
powder NOT in it's original
packaging

Flares (marine or road) can be taken to any
King County Hazardous Waste Collection site.

Learn more at: www.kingcountyhazwastewa.gov

Blasting caps
or detonators

MILITARY AMMO,
ARMOR-PIERCING
OR TRACERS
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